HeatherHarrisArt Newsletter
June 24, 2006

Dear Family, Friends, Art lovers and collectors,
Wow! Can you believe it is June already? Time sure does fly by sometimes, huh? Here is an art
update:
The AVAA art show is over, but it was a success! Thanks to all of you who attended! I am
happy to report that Blue Night won the AVAA People’s Choice Award. I appreciate all of
you who came and gave your support.
As for the Woodlands Waterway Arts Festival, it was a tremendous learning experience
and success. I cannot wait to attend more shows like this. I can say for certain that it was
very hard and hot work, but worth every second of the experience, though my dad might
tell you differently. Thank you Dad for all your help on that mission! While there, Eye of
360 was purchased for a young lady. When I called the client the next day, I was informed
that the young lady it was purchased for slept in front of it the previous night. What a great
compliment to my work!!
Also, the Starbucks exhibit is finally up! It is located at the corner of Far West and Hart
Lane by Murchison Middle School in Austin. The artwork will be up until the first week in
September. Right now, Overlooking the 360 Bridge, Twisted at 360, Blue Night,
Apollo Illuminates Day, A View from Montrose, and Portal to Night are hung. My plans
are to hang new piece as new ones (with scenes of Austin) are completed.
The Twilight’s End series is now officially complete. I have created a new artist statement
that speaks to this as well as to future works.
Some other new pieces have been completed fairly recently as well. One is a landscape of
Houston and a couple of them are abstracts. A View From Montrose was from a
photograph taken when my sister and I were in Houston last summer. Houston’s
Evening Hues was created from that photo as well. Dallas Dawns stems from Apollo
Illuminates Day.
I (well really my sister, who is awesome) have added a Guestbook to the site, so please, stop by
and sign it!! I also recently, meaning today, set up a blog. I have never kept one, therefore, it
should be interesting. I don’t know how regularly I will be able to make posts, but I am going to
try and keep it up to date.
Well, I guess that’s it for now. I’ll write again soon!
Heather
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Works In This Newsletter

Overlooking the 360 Bridge

Eye of 360

Twisted at 360

A View From Montrose

Houston’s Evening Hues

Blue Night

Apollo Illuminates Day
Suppressing Night

Dallas Dawns
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